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ALIPAC Response to Trump's Immigration Speech

STATEMENT | August 31, 2016
 
“A border wall without enforcement of our existing immigration laws that require millions of illegals to be 
deported will be ineffective. All illegal immigrants are criminals and all are deportable under current 
U.S. laws. Our next President must send a clear message around the world that no illegal immigrants 
will be appeased or allowed to stay. We need illegal immigrants deported before they break more laws 
or harm our citizens, not afterward. Our laws are clear... illegals must go home permanently!”
 
—William Gheen, President of ALIPAC
(Raleigh, N.C.) —The following statement was issued by William Gheen, president of the Americans 
for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC) in response to Donald Trump's immigration issues speech made 
in Phoenix, Arizona, on August 31, 2016.

"We support Trump's 10 point immigration enforcement plan, but oppose his touch back amnesty plan 
which would allow current illegal aliens to leave America and apply to re-enter the US legally. This part 
of his plan contradicts his pledge to fully enforce all current immigration laws. Current immigration laws 
prohibit illegals from applying for citizenship or status for a minimum of ten years and we will fight tooth 
and nail to keep that important preventative deterrent in place! It sounds very much like the Mike 
Pence touch back amnesty plan that ALIPAC successfully fought to stop in Congress many years ago."

“A border wall without enforcement of our existing immigration laws that require millions of illegals to be 
deported will be ineffective. All illegal immigrants are criminals and all are deportable under current 
U.S. laws. Our next President must send a clear message around the world that no illegal immigrants 
will be appeased or allowed to stay. We need illegal immigrants deported before they break more laws 
or harm our citizens, not afterward. Our laws are fair and clear... illegals must go home permanently!”

"After fighting illegal immigration for 12 years, it brings me a great feeling of great hope to see finally 
see the family members of just a small sample of the thousands of Americans being killed by illegal 
aliens each year, front and center on the stages of Donald Trump. But the battle line is not drawn just 
above the families of fallen Americans, the battle line is at the border and millions of illegal immigrants 
need to be on the other side of our borders before they take more jobs, taxpayer resources, or lives!"

"Very happy to hear that Trump will pull funding from deadly Sanctuary Cities and reinstitute the 
effective 287G program that our activists fought hard to bring to many police jurisdictions across 
America."
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